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Rejoice With Me 

14th Sunday after Pentecost C, 9/11/22 

I often wonder whether that is true – whether God and the angels have all of 

humanity showing on Heaven’s Ginormous Godzillatron, seeing who’s sinning and 

who’s not, and rejoicing when a sinner gives it up, stops sinning, puts the murder 

weapon away or chooses not to give themselves a 5-finger discount, and then repents 

and changes their ways. It must be like watching your favorite team score a 

touchdown or a walk-off home-run win, a hat-trick goal, or whatever marker of 

success your favorite sport uses to mark such a thing. There are certainly a lot of us 

to watch, though, and though angels may have a thousand eyes, it would still take 

tens of thousands of them to spare one eye for each of us, be fully present at the 

opportune moment when someone decides to choose a better way of living, repent, 

and sin no more. Maybe they each keep scorecards ala Bingo players, or have a 

running tally on a screen that everyone can see, rather like that one someone put up 

once in Times Square showing the National Debt as it rises, second by second, 

denoting a debt that one fears might be unpayable. That would be heavenly, actually: 

to have a running tally of redeemed sinners, the number always growing, and another 

device next to it showing the number of sinners yet to repent. God and the angels 

could then watch them both, see which one was rising faster, and know whether 

today was a Rejoicing Day, or one in which to lament the sorry state of humanity, 

its weakness, and its folly.  

Well, no doubt Jesus hasn’t thought quite that far into his metaphor. He just wants 

the crowd to, for five minutes, understand what he’s trying to do. Actually, the crowd 

gets it – it’s the scribes and Pharisees who apparently don’t. They can’t figure out 

why Jesus is eating with sinners, hanging out with the wrong crowd down at the 7-

11, and not spending all his time with them. We’re the learned ones, the educated 
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ones, the people who run this place and have made good choices and, oh, by the 

way, actually understand you, Jesus, and what you’re talking about. In a word, they’re 

jealous; Jesus is choosing to be with other people more than he is with them, and 

they don’t like it.  

So he tells them a parable. Actually, he tells them three parables: one about a lost 

sheep, one about a lost coin, and one about two lost sons. We talked about the two 

lost sons – one prodigal, one provident – some weeks ago. Now we get to ovines 

and coinage, making much the same point. When you lose something that you value, 

you don’t just sit there figuring “Ah, well. So it goes.” You go out and do what you 

have to do get it back, if you can. Lost a sheep, have we? Well, let’s get the shepherd’s 

staff and the border collies and go out and find where it’s gotten to, and hope we get 

there before the thief or the wolf. Lost a coin, have we? Well, turn the house upside 

down until the wee little thing which Jesus will later tell someone to “Render unto 

Caesar” while being sure to “Give God what is God’s” turns up hiding under the 

sofa or the table or amongst the jars of oil. When you find it, you reioice, and have 

other people rejoice with you. Why wouldn’t you? 

So Jesus says it is with him. He’s hanging around with sinners, eating and drinking 

with them and no doubt having a good time, if not always a long time, in order to 

save them. He’s hanging around with Pharisees and scribes for much the same reason, 

though not or as long and not as though they understand that. As we have it in the 

Words of Comfort, a feature retained in Rite I but dropped in all subsequent liturgies 

in our denomination, “Know this; Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners.” 

Now that you mention it, that exact line is also in our 2nd Reading today, from 1st 

Timothy. Jesus might’ve come to bring not peace but a sword, but he did come to 

save and not condemn, and that is good news, indeed.  

But how do you save sinners, or Pharisees, by eating and drinking with them? Most 

of the people with whom I enjoy a beer or an ale or a glass of white wine and a plate 
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of oysters I enjoy spending time with in that way so that we can relax, unwind, enjoy 

life and one another’s company, and build the social bonds that make our lives richer 

and better and more complete, somehow. I’ve never thought about my time with 

them as being an effort to save anyone, and I would consider it the height of 

arrogance and condescension is someone where spending time with me only because 

they wanted to “Save” me. From what? I would ask, and then, Who the he** do 

you think you are? Then, I would probably go find other sinners to eat and drink 

with and see if we couldn’t get through the rest of Happy Hour without anyone 

trying to bear cloying witness, over snacks and alcohol, to their no doubt screwed-

up vision of the One True God. 

There were people I knew when I was young who did things like that. They’d make 

friends with someone, or even begin dating them, with the express purpose of 

converting them to their idea of Jeezus, and drop them when either the conversion 

had happened, or it was clear that it wasn’t going to. The ethics involved are the 

equivalent of those used to recruit people into ISIS, a drug gang, a crime syndicate, 

or a Ponzi scheme. They leave one who has been on their receiving end angry and 

disappointed, but also with their (our) ability to trust diminished. Imagine finding 

out that your friend, whom you thought wanted to spend time with you because of 

common interests or a shared outlook on life, or just because you found each other 

interesting and fun, was only in it to make a score, put another notch in their lipstick 

case or their Bible belt, use you to gain points with whatever and whomever it is 

they truly value. If you’ve ever been treated like this, you know how you feel: used, 

hurt, even betrayed, and not at all good about the next person who comes down the 

line smiling and happy and wanting to have a drink with you. “What’s this one trying 

to sell, I wonder?” we ask ourselves, and the life-giving joys of friendship and good 

company get that much harder to reach or to find.  
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This is not what Jesus means. At least, I hope it’s not what Jesus means, because if it 

is, Jesus and I have to have a little talk about how you treat people, and what it means 

to be a friend. What I think he means, and what I hope he means, is the opposite of 

hanging out with people just so you can get them to think and act and believe as you 

do. I think, and I hope, that he is doing the opposite: eating and drinking with sinners 

because he wants to get to know them, wants to be with them, and wants to earn 

their trust and have them earn his. It may be that the part of a friend is point out 

another friend’s folly, but that only comes once trust has been earned by both people 

in the relationship, and when correcting or improving someone else wasn’t the only 

reason you got involved with them.  

Let me try an example. Some of my friends are writers, though many are not. Those 

who are writers sometimes share their works with me, and I share mine with them. 

We learn from one another, critique one another, challenge and enjoy one another’s 

works and ideas, and through it all strengthen friendships that have enhanced both 

our lives. Did I befriend them in order to help them, or have them help me, with 

what I want to say and how I say it? No. Was part of what drew us to one another 

the fact that each of us had different and interesting things to say, and to share in 

print, from which the other could learn? Of course. Would the friendship end if one 

of us stopped writing or sharing what we wrote, or didn’t listen to the other’s sage 

and sound advice? No. It would end if we lied, or stole, or actively denigrated each 

other’s work. It would change, but not end, if one of us became more commercially 

or literarily successful than the others, but only in the sense of having to find new 

ways to make sure what we valued in one another and in what we shared wasn’t 

changed because one of us was, say, short-listed for a Pulitzer or the Booker Prize. 

Good friendships are too important to let anything else get in their way. And, yes, if 

I lost one of these, in the manner of the shepherd losing a sheep or the woman losing 

her coin, I would turn my life upside down to find it again, get my friendship back, 
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not lose something I valued – and if I did get it back, I would want you to rejoice 

with me about it as well.  

All this leads me to what I hope is an interesting conclusion, and one that may well 

explain the irritation of the Pharisees even better. Jesus is, indeed, hanging out with 

sinners in order to save them, but not in the way a salesman hangs out with you in 

order to sell you gutter guards or aluminum siding. He is spending time with them 

because friendship is a positive good, and being a friend they can trust, and being to 

him friends he can trust, makes their lives better right away.  

He may well rejoice, as would God and the angels watching on Heaven’s 

Godzillatron, if one of his friends decided to make better choices because Jesus was a 

good friend to them. But he would not stop being their friend if they didn’t, or move 

on to some other lost soul when they did. He’d probably introduce his friend who’s 

doing better now to one that maybe wasn’t, though, because that’s what friends do. 

He would, as Paul says to Timothy, be patient, and be an example to all who knew 

him of what it means to live infused with the life that does not die. That, too, is what 

friends do. 

He would also rejoice with his friend, and encourage others to join in. Jesus, after all, 

is never one to miss a good party. He even comes with his special power to make a 

dry one wet, as it were, keep les bons temps roulez-ing when the jugs run our. He 

would spend time with people who had been doing wrong, or maybe otherwise did 

wrong, in ways that filled them with joy – that’s what “rejoice” means. Share joy 

together. We found what was lost. We found one another when we were lost. We 

didn’t lose each other, though we could have. We chose to have life, to share it 

together, and have it to the full. Rejoice like that. Rejoice like Jesus. In things, with 

him, rejoice. Amen. 
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